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ABOUT NEUROIMAGING 
APA HEADLINES SEPTEMBER 10, 2008
EXPERTS URGE CAUTION IN INTERPRETING 
fMRI STUDY RESULTS
Neurophysiologist Nikos Logothetis, PhD, of Germany's Max Planck Institute, 
explained that  many studies that claim to have found a brain 'center' for 
some activity assume that these areas of high blood flow are where the 
particular activity occurs in the brain that corresponds to the task at hand. 
But, due to the brain's complexity, Logothetis warns THAT WE ARE SEEING 
SOMETHING THAT MAY HAVE 10 OTHER EXPLANATIONS.  And, according to 
neuroscientist and philosopher Adina Roskies, PhD of Dartmouth University, 
BECAUSE fMRI DELIVERS IMAGES AS WELL AS DATA ABOUT BRAIN ACTIVITY, 
THE TECHNOLOGY IS PARTICULARLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO OVER-INTERPRETATION.
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On the technical point  contained in this Black Box Warning but also, on
the basis of compelling philosophical considerations (to which we will 
return later) we recommend there be no hasty removal  of the 
qualifier, putative, doubly applied:
• first, to any attribution of signatures detected by functional neuroimaging 
to brain regions of interest 
• and, second, to any proposed correlation of mental states to such findings.
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• Moral-emotional responsiveness requires behavioral action and 
commitment in the processes of reparation and healing as well as 
prosocial behavior. 
• The domains of moral self valuation and moral volition are related to the 
maintenance of self-esteem and the developmental progression from 
autonomy to moral agency. And, 
• [Such] conscience functions will likely be found to depend upon 
neuromodulation different from that involved in behavioral inhibition.  
Galvin M, Stilwell B, Adinamis A and  Kohn A (2001): Conscience sensitive psychiatric 
diagnosis of  maltreated children and adolescents Conscience Works: Theory and 
Research.1: 1-54
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Psychology has suffered long enough from a reduction of inner states 
to just two respectable ones:
• cognitions  and 
• affects
A Different Black Box, in Transformation
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OBJECTIVES 
• to highlight studies in the last eight years in which 
fMRI or other neuroimaging techniques have been 
employed in the study of brain activity correlating 
with conscience functions,
• to propose how neuroimaging studies of 
conscience functions might be provided more 
depth and meaning, and 
• to consider how neuroimaging studies of 
conscience functioning might be misapplied.
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A Glossary of Terms
Executive functions
Explicit and Implicit Memory 
Dual Process Theories: Intuitive and Reflective Systems
Valence [cf: Approach/Avoidance]
Mutually Responsive Orientation (MRO) [cf. Attachment]
Affective Style
Effortful Control
Mirror Neurons
Theory Of Mind (ToM)  [cf: Mentalizing; Perspective Taking]
4 Sydney, Bath, England
1775-1817
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• Moral Reasoning 
• Moral Judgment
Zysset et al (2002)
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PHILLIPA FOOT’S TROLLEY DILEMMA
• A runaway trolley is headed for five people 
who will be killed if it proceeds on its present course.
• The only way to save these people is to hit a switch that will 
turn the trolley onto a side track where it will run over and kill 
one person instead of five. 
PHILLIPA FOOT’S TROLLEY DILEMMA
Is it okay 
to turn the trolley 
in order to save the five people 
at the expense of one ?
The Footbridge ‘Dilemma’
As before, a runaway trolley threatens to kill five
people , but this time you are standing next to a
large stranger on a footbridge spanning the 
tracks, in between the oncoming trolley and the
five people. The only way to save the five 
people is to push this stranger off the bridge and 
onto the tracks below. He will die as a result, but his 
body will stop the trolley from reaching the others. Is it okay
to save five people by pushing this stranger to his death?
Brain Regions of Interest 
in Personal vs Impersonal
Moral Dilemmas 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere. 
Region of interest
Areas with Greater Activity in Personal 
Dilemmas
Brodmann  Areas
Medial Pre-Frontal Cortex             10,11,12
(Phan et al, 2002)          
Posterior Cingulate
(Maddock, 1999)
Ventral                                  23, 
Dorsal    31
Amygdala 
(Adolphs,2003; Phan et al, 2002)
Brain Regions of Interest 
in Personal vs Impersonal
Moral Dilemmas 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
Areas with Greater Activity in Personal 
Dilemmas
Brodmann Areas
Superior Temporal Sulcus 22
Temporal Pole                                 38
(Allison et al, 2000; Saxe et al, 2004)

Brain Regions of Interest 
in Personal vs Impersonal
Moral Dilemmas 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere 
Viewed from the side
cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
Areas with Greater Activity in Impersonal Dilemmas
Brodmann Areas
Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex               9,  46
Inferior Parietal Lobe
PHILLIPA FOOT’S TROLLEY DILEMMA
Is it okay 
to turn the trolley 
in order to save the five people 
at the expense of one ?
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THE CRYING BABY DILEMMA
• It is wartime, and you and some of your fellow villagers are 
hiding from  enemy soldiers in a basement. Your baby starts to 
cry, and you cover your baby’s mouth to block the sound. 
• If you remove your hand, your baby will cry loudly, the 
soldiers will hear, and they will find you and the others and kill 
everyone they find, including you and your baby. 
• If you do not remove your hand, your baby will smother to 
death. 
THE CRYING BABY DILEMMA
Is it okay 
to smother your baby to death 
in order to save yourself 
and the other villagers?

Moll et al (2001)
• Old people are useless
• Every human being has 
the right to live
• We break the law when 
necessary
• Stones are made of 
water
• Telephones never ring
• Every text has words
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Moral Judgment Tasks
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
Frontopolar and anterior Temporal Cortex
Brodmann Areas
Left hemisphere
Frontopolar cortex (FPC) 10*
Orbital division of inferior frontal gyrus 46*
Precuneus 7*
Posterior  external  Globus Pallidus not shown
Right hemisphere
Frontopolar cortex 10*
Temporal pole  and cortex                                         21, 22, 38
Posterior superior temporal sulcus 22,39
Bilateral
Medial frontal gyrus 9,10
Cerebellum
Right dorsolateral cerebellar cortex                            not shown
* Areas in which activities  were unchanged when adjustments were 
made for emotional valence.
Prototypes in Moral Deliberations
• Represent experientially basic types of situations
• Carry with them the affective dimensions of the concrete situations in which they arise
• Are malleable and flexible
• Have meaning, point, and force that depend on the various narrative contexts in which they are 
embedded
• Will be the basis for whatever moral principals we have
• In their imaginative use play a central part of our moral development 
Mark  Johnson (1993): Moral Imagination, University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
THE ALLURE OF VALUE: 
•irreducible to-
•but inextricable from-
EMOTION
VALENCE
Pride  and Prejudice 
Elizabeth  and Jane  in conversation,  pursuant to Mr. Darcy’s  
disclosures regarding Mr. Wickham.
“…. There is one point on which I want your advice. I want to be 
told whether I ought, or ought not,  to make our acquaintances 
in general understand Wickham’s character.”
Miss Bennet paused a little, and then replied, “ Surely there 
can be no occasion for exposing him so dreadfully. What is your 
own opinion?” 
“ That it ought not be attempted. Mr.  Darcy has not 
authorized me to make his communication public. On the 
contrary, every particular relative to his sister was meant to be 
kept as much as possible to myself; and if I endeavor to 
undeceive people as to the rest of his conduct, who will believe 
me? The general prejudice against Mr. Darcy is so violent that it 
would be the death of half the good people in Meryton to 
attempt to place him in an amiable light. I am not equal to it. 
Wickham will soon be gone; and therefore it will not signify to 
anybody here what he really is. Some time hence it will be all 
found out, and then we may laugh at their stupidity in not 
knowing it before. At present I will say nothing about it.” 
“ You are quite right. To have his errors made public 
might ruin him forever. He is now, perhaps, sorry for what he has 
done , and anxious to re-establish a character. We must not 
make him desperate.”
Moral Valuation
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 12: 
MANDATE LISTS
Now, I want you to make a list of the main principles 
(rules) (do's and don'ts) in  your conscience.
QUESTION 12A: 
MANDATE LISTS
List the main rules {principles}
in your conscience.
QUESTION 12B: UNDERLYING  VALUES
Beside each main rule {principle} 
you and your  conscience have
adopted, identify the main value you 
believe to underlie that rule
{principle}.
QUESTION 14: VALUATION AND DEFENSES:
Sometimes there are good reasons for OBEYING
rules; sometimes there  are good reasons for NOT 
OBEYING rules. Let's look at your rules and see 
what you think about them.
What are your best reasons for ---- ? 
What are your best reasons for not---- ?
QUESTION 14A: VALUATION AND DEFENSES
Sometimes there are reasons for living in
accordance with rules; sometimes there are 
reasons for not doing so. Reflecting upon the 
main rules {principles} you have listed, select one 
and answer the following questions about it:
• 1. What are your best reasons for 
______________?
• 2. What are your best reasons for not 
___________?
• 3. What are your strongest motives for 
__________?
• 4. What are your strongest motives for 
not_______?
Moral Valuation
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
Additional probes:
• When would it be a good idea to "forget" to 
follow that rule?
• Is that rule ever just too hard to follow?
• Are there times when that rule just does not 
make sense?
• Do you have rules in your head that are 
confusing?
• Are there any exceptions to that rule?
• Can you follow all those rules all the time?
QUESTION 14B: MORAL DILEMMAS
Give an example of a moral dilemma (a right vs. right 
issue) with which you have wrestled since entering 
professional/vocational school. Give as full an
account as possible.
Moral Valuation
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
Moral Valuation Matrix
Moral Valuation
IU Conscience Autobiography
In approaching, grappling with and/or resolving the moral dilemma
To what extent did you rely upon:
not at all-------------extremely
moral intuition
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
reflection and moral reasoning
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
guidance from a respected authority
within your profession
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
guidance from a respected authority
outside your profession (specify_______________)
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
guidance from a peer within your
profession
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
guidance from a peer or significant other
outside your profession (specify_______________)
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
your understanding of  conventional practice
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
your understanding of medico-legal requirements
_____________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
How did you settle the matter?
QUESTION 14C: RELATIVE STRENGTH OF VALUES For each of the following values, check the most
Appropriate description of its strength in your conscience 
Absent Weak Present Strong Dominant
Active engagement (meeting challenges) 
_____________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Attachment in relationships/Connectedness in community
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Knowledge
acquisition of knowledge 
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
contributing to knowledge
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
transmitting knowledge 
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Beneficence/ Helping
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Compassion/Empathy
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Non-maleficence (Do no harm)
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Individuality/ Autonomy/Liberty                                                                            
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Authority/Tradition 
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Self-interest/Authenticity
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Justice/Fairness
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Balance/Harmony 
______________________________________________ 0        1        2        3        4
Moral Valuation
“In The Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Questions or 
IU Conscience Autobiography Questions 12 through 14
• Following the  Value Matrix method previously described,
the subject is assisted in identifying the because’s regarding the pro’s and con’s 
for a moral mandate or dilemma of personal concern
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During the first run, the subject is provided a visual representation of the personalized value matrix 
and is asked to mentally sort the because’s into best reasons and base motives
• During the next run the subject is asked to order the list of  the because’s according to relative goodness  
• During the last run the subject is asked to order the list of the because’s, according to relative strength
Decety et al, 2004, 2007
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• Affective sharing between the self and the other, based on 
perception–action coupling that lead to shared 
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Premotor Cortex
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Anterior Insula 
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THREE  BASIC MACRO-COMPONENTS
• Affective sharing between the self and the other, based on perception –action coupling that 
lead to shared representations
• Self-other awareness. Even when there is some temporary identification, there is no 
confusion between self and other
• Mental Flexibility to adopt the subjective perspective of the 
other and also regulatory processes that modulate the 
subjective feelings associated with emotion.
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IN 
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Empathy: Key Structures
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING 
(DORSOLATERAL PFC)
AS WELL AS
Empathy: Key Structures
A FORM OF ATTENTION
that serves to regulate both cognitive and emotional processing
Empathy: Key Structures
A FORM OF ATTENTION
that serves to regulate both cognitive and emotional processing
(ANTERIOR CINGULATE CORTEX)
Sense and Sensibility 
Marianne and Elinore in conversation, following public 
disclosure  of Edward’s engagement to Lucy.
“How long has this been known to you, Elinor? Has he 
written to you?”
“ I have known it these four months. When Lucy first 
came to Barton Park last November, she told me in 
confidence of her engagement.”
“At these words, Marianne’s eyes expressed the 
astonishment which her lips could not utter. After a pause of 
wonder, she exclaimed: 
“Four months! Have you known of this four months?”
Elinor confirmed it.
“ What! While attending me in all my misery, has this been 
on your heart? And I have reproached you for being happy!”
….
“Oh! Elinor,” she cried, ‘you have made me hate myself 
forever. How barbarous have I been to you! You, who have 
been my only comfort, who have borne with me in all my 
misery, who have seemed to be only suffering for me! Is this 
my gratitude? Is this the only return I can make you? 
Because your merit cries out upon myself, I have been trying 
to do it away.” 
Moralized Attachment 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 9: WHO CARES ABOUT 
YOUR GOODNESS?
Other than yourself, who is most PROUD 
When you have done something good? 
Has this been true all your life? How do 
these person(s) show they care about your
goodness?
QUESTION 10: WHO CARES ABOUT
YOUR BADNESS?
Other than yourself, who is most
ASHAMED when you have done
something bad?Has that been true all your  
life? How do these person(s) show they 
care when you haven't been good?
QUESTION 9: WHO CARES ABOUT YOUR GOODNESS?
Other than yourself, who in your life has been most pleased 
When you have done something good? Has this been true all
your life?How do these persons show they care about your  
goodness? Of these persons, whose good opinion do you
most want to have or keep? What about since entering 
professional/vocational school- have you added new people to
your list of those who care when you've done something 
good? How did they get to be on your list? Of these 
persons, whose good opinion do you most want to have or 
keep? How come?
QUESTION 10: WHO CARES WHEN YOU'RE BAD?
Other than yourself, who in your life has been most displeased 
when you have done something bad? Has this been true all 
your life? How do these persons show they care when you're 
bad? Of these persons,  whose bad opinion do you most want 
to avoid? What about since entering professional/vocational 
school- have you added new people to your list of those who 
care when you've done whose bad opinion do you most want 
to avoid? How come?
Moralized  Attachment 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 13:  MANDATE AUTHORS
Beside the rules [ identified in response to  
Question 12] write the name of the person(s) 
who have helped the most  in putting that rule in 
your conscience.
QUESTION 13: MANDATE AUTHORS
Beside the main rules {principles) and values 
you have listed, write the name of the person(s) 
who has helped you and your conscience the 
most in adopting that rule {principle} / embracing 
that value. 
Circle which of the main rules {principles} / 
values are new since you entered professional
school. 
Underline which of the main
rules{principles}/values, although present before,
have become more important since you entered 
professional school.
Moralized Genogram
Pride  and Prejudice 
Moralized Attachment
“ In the Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Questions or 
IU Conscience Autobiography Questions 9, 10, 13
• The subject has completed parts one and two of the Moralized Genogram
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During the run, the subject is provided a visual representation of the incomplete genogram
and is asked to mentally encircle those symbols on the genogram representing moral attachment figures
• Following the run the subject is asked to record how the designated moral attachment figures show they 
care and/or what values those persons have transmitted across or within generations


Takahashi et al, 2004
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Evaluative processes of 
Guilt and Embarrassment 
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
not specified
Left Posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus
Visual Cortex
MPFC
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Evaluative processes of 
Guilt and Embarrassment 
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
not specified
Embarrassment > Guilt
Bilateral Hippocampus
Visual cortex
Right  Anterior 
Temporal  Cortex 

Berthoz et al, 2006 
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR STORIES
Self accidental  (SA) violation 
beginning: ‘ You are invited to a Japanese dinner 
at a friend’s house’
end: ‘You have a bite of the first course , you 
choke and spit out the food while you are 
coughing.’
Other accidental (OA) violation 
beginning: ‘Joanna is invited to a Japanese
dinner at her friend’s house’ 
end: “She has bite of the first course, chokes 
and spits out the food while she is coughing.’
Self intentional (SI) violation
beginning: ‘You are invited to a Japanese dinner 
at a friend’s house’
end: ‘You have a bite of the first course , but do 
not like it and spit the food back into your plate.’
Other intentional (OI) violation
beginning: ‘Joanna is invited to a Japanese 
dinner at a friend’s house.’ 
end : ‘She has a bite of the first course, but does 
not like it and spits the food back into her 
plate.”
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Affective Responses to Violations 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
Intentional > Accidental
(SI plus OI) versus (SA plus OA) 
Left 
Dorsolateral, Superior Frontal Cortex
Anterior Cingulate Gyrus
Inferior Parietal Cortex
Superior Occipital Gyrus
Amygdala
Bilaterally
Precuneus
Right
Cerebellum                      (not shown)
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Affective Responses to Violations 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
Self versus Other 
(SI plus SA) versus (OI plus OA) 
Left 
Precuneus
Right
Cerebellum                      (not shown)
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Affective Responses to Violations 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . Viewed from the side
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
Self Involvement in Intentional Violation
(SI minus OI)---(SA minus OA) 
Left 
Amygdala
Right
Amygdala
DLPFC
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Affective Responses to Violations 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
left cerebral hemisphere  region of interest
corresponding region right hemisphere
bilateral  activity
Self Involvement in Intentional Violation
(SA minus OA)---(SI minus OI) 
Left 
Parieto-Occipital Fissure
Cerebellum (not shown)
Brain Regions of Interest 
in 
Affective Responses to Violations 
Lateral surface of the (left) cerebral hemisphere . 
Viewed from the side
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EmmaMiss Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley at Box Hill While they talked they were advancing towards the 
carriage; it was ready; and, before she could speak again, he 
had handed her in. He had misinterpreted the  feelings 
which had kept her face averted, and her tongue 
motionless. They were combined only of anger against 
herself, mortification, and deep concern. She had not been 
able to speak; and on entering the carriage, sunk back for a 
moment overcome; then reproaching herself  for having 
taken no leave, making no acknowledgment, parting in 
apparent sullenness, she looked out with voice and hand 
eager to show a difference; but it was just too late. He had 
turned away, and the horses were in motion. She continued 
to look back, but in vain; and soon, with what appeared 
unusual speed, they were half-way down the hill, and 
everything left far behind. She was vexed beyond what 
could have been expressed—almost beyond what she could 
conceal. Never had she felt so agitated, so mortified, 
grieved, at any circumstance in her life. She was most 
forcibly struck. The truth of his representation there was no 
denying. She felt it at her heart. How could she have been so 
brutal, so cruel to Miss Bates! How could she have exposed 
herself to such ill opinion in any one she valued! And how 
suffer him to leave her without saying one word of 
gratitude, of concurrence, of common kindness!
Moral Emotional Responsiveness 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 3A: PLEASING THE 
CONSCIENCE
When you have pleased your 
conscience and done something 
morally right/good, what happens on 
the inside of you?
Do you feel it in any particular place(s) 
in your body?
What happens on the outside of you? 
How does it show?
If I were to look at you, how would I 
know what is happening inside of you?
What is the reaction of other people 
around you? What do other people do 
when they find out? 
[GET EXAMPLES]
QUESTION 3A: PLEASING THE 
CONSCIENCE
When you have pleased your 
conscience by doing something good, 
do you discern any change or changes 
in your inner state? Describe the 
change or changes. 
Do you experience these changes in any 
particular place or places in your body?
What happens externally? Is the change 
discernible to others {how does it 
show}?
If someone were to look at you, how 
would s/he know what is happening 
inside you?
What are the reactions in others around 
you?
{Give examples}
Moral Emotional Responsiveness 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 3B: PLEASING...IF NO ONE 
KNOWS
Would you tell me of a time when you did 
something good/right and nobody knew
about it....a time when you did a secret good 
deed.
What happened on the inside of you in that 
situation?
Did you feel it any special place in your body?
What happened on the outside of you?
If I just came into the room and looked at 
you....would I be able to tell that you had just 
done something good?
Do other people figure it out? How do they 
do it?
QUESTION 3B: PLEASING THE 
CONSCIENCE...IF NO ONE KNOWS
Write about a time when you did something 
good / right and nobody knew about it.
Did you discern any change or changes in 
your inner state? Describe the change or 
changes. Were these changes experienced in 
any particular place or places in your body?
What happened externally? Was the change 
discernible to others {how did it show}?
Had someone been there to look at you, 
would s/he have been able to tell you had 
done something good?
Did other people suspect or figure it out?
{Give examples}
Moral Emotional Responsiveness 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 4A: DISPLEASING THE 
CONSCIENCE
When you have gone against your conscience 
and done something morally bad/wrong, 
what happens on the inside of you?
Do you feel it any special place in your body?
What happens on the outside of you?
If I were looking at you, how would I know 
something was wrong?
What is the reaction of other people around 
you?
QUESTION 4A: DISPLEASING THE 
CONSCIENCE
When you have gone against your conscience 
and done something morally wrong (bad), do 
you discern any change or changes in your 
inner state?
Describe the change or changes. Do you 
experience these changes in any particular 
place or places in your body?
What happens externally? Is the change 
discernible to others {how does it show}?
If someone were to look at you, how would 
s/he know what is happening inside you?
What are the reactions in others around 
you?
{Give examples}.
Moral Emotional Responsiveness 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 4B: DISPLEASING
...IF NO ONE KNOWS
Tell me about a time when you 
did something wrong and no one 
found out.
What happened on the inside of 
you?
Did you feel it in any special place 
in your body?
What happens on the outside of 
you?
If I were looking at you, how 
would I know you had done 
something wrong?
What is the reaction of other 
people around you?
QUESTION 4B: DISPLEASING THE
CONSCIENCE...IF NO ONE KNOWS
Write about a time when you did something wrong and no 
one found out.
Did you discern any changes in your inner state? Describe the 
change or changes. Were these changes experienced in any 
particular place or places in your body?
What happened externally? Was the change discernible to 
others {how did it show}?
Had someone been there to look at you, would s/he have 
been able to tell you had done something wrong?
Did other people suspect or figure it out?
{Give examples}
Moralized Emotional Responsiveness
“ In the Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study:  “Activating Moral Emotional Mirror Neurons”
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Questions or 
IU Conscience Autobiography Questions 3 and 4.
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During one  run, the subject is instructed keep in mind a specific memory of right doing 
with special consideration of  how the experience elicited anxiety, altered mood and/or produced 
psychophysiologial responses
Following the run the subject is asked record the memory and considerations 
• During another run, the subject is instructed keep in mind a specific memory of  wrong doing 
with special consideration of  how the experience elicited anxiety, altered mood and/or produced 
psychophysiological responses
Following the run the subject is asked record the memory and considerations 
EmmaMiss Woodhouse Resolves to Make  Amends
A whole evening of backgammon with her father was 
felicity to it. There, indeed, lay real pleasure, for there she 
was giving up the sweetest hours of the twenty–four to his 
comfort; and feeling that, unmerited as might be the degree 
of his fond affection and confiding esteem, she could not, in 
her general conduct , be open to any severe reproach. As a 
daughter, she hoped she was not without heart. She hoped 
no one would have said to her, “ How could you be so 
unfeeling to your father? I must, I will tell you truths while I 
can.” Miss Bates should never again—no never! If attention 
in future could do away the past she might hope to be 
forgiven. She had been often remiss, her conscience told her 
so, remiss, perhaps, more in thought than fact; scornful, 
ungracious. But it should be no more. In the warmth of true 
condition she would call upon her the very next morning, 
and it should be the beginning, on her side, of a regular, 
equal, kindly intercourse.
Moral Emotional Responsiveness 
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 5: 
REPARATION AND HEALING
A. When you have gone against your conscience 
and you do something wrong or bad, what do 
you do to make things right?
B. What do you do to feel better?
QUESTION 5: 
REPARATION AND HEALING
When you have gone against your conscience by 
doing something wrong or bad, what do you do 
to make things right? Repair the damage?
What do you do to feel better, to soothe you 
conscience?
Moralized Emotional Responsiveness
“ In the Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study:  “Letters of Apology and Gratitude”
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Question or 
IU Conscience Autobiography Question 5
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During one  run, the subject is instructed to mentally compose a letter of apology 
as an exercise in moral imagination (i.e. the maleficence may not actually have occurred)
• Following the run the subject is asked to draft  the letter 
• During another run, the subject is instructed to mentally compose a letter of gratitude  
as an exercise in moral imagination (i.e. the  beneficence may not actually have occurred)
• Following the run the subject is asked to draft  the letter 
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Moral Volition
QUESTION 15: SELF EVALUATION AND 
VOLITION
• Does your conscience change as you grow? How?
• Do you think about your conscience (or morality) 
differently now than when you were younger? 
• Are there changes going on in you now?  Tell me 
about them.
• Is your conscience your friend or your 
enemy?
• Is it in charge of you or are you in charge of it? Do 
you work together or are you enemies? 
• How much willpower do you have? 
• How do you use your willpower to stay out of 
trouble, to please your conscience, to follow 
through on what you believe? 
• When does your willpower fail for you? 
• Are there ways that your feelings  get in the way of 
following right and wrong? 
• Do you sometimes think one way and  behave 
another?
QUESTION 15A: SENSE OF CHANGE AND
VOLITION
• At what age did you become aware of making moral 
choices?
• What is your earliest memory of moral choosing?
• How often do the choices you make affect/involve 
relations with authorities?
• During what period(s) of your life have you been most 
aware of changes in your conscience?
• Describe the changes associated with these 
periods.
• Have certain life events triggered, accelerated or 
modified changes in your conscience? Which events? 
How did they affect your conscience?
• Which changes have unfolded without obvious 
association to life events?
• Which changes have been deliberately directed by 
yourself?
• How has professional/vocational school 
contributed to changes in your conscience?
Moral Volition
15C: ENVISIONING FUTURE 
CONSCIENCE DEVELOPMENTS.
Since starting professional/vocational school, do 
you have a different attitude than you used to 
have regarding conscience? Are you trying to
change your conscience? Do you envision future 
changes in your conscience?
What do you envision as helping most in the in 
the further development of your conscience in
your chosen profession/vocation?
What do you envision as the greatest threat to 
your professional conscience development?
“ In the Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study:  “ The New Year’s Resolution”
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Question  15 
IU Conscience Autobiography Question 15 a and 15c
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During the run, the subject is asked to consider one rule or value which he or she had considered to be 
outside of the self  (i.e. authority or peer derived ) but which he or she predicted  he or she would adopt 
(internalize) in the next year. 
• Following the run the subject is asked record the rule or value and considerations .
Moral Volition

Moral Imagination and Cognitive Science
Prototypes in Moral Deliberations
• Represent experientially basic types of situations
• Carry with them the affective dimensions of the concrete situations in which they arise
• Are malleable and flexible
• Have meaning, point, and force that depend on the various narrative contexts in which they are 
embedded
• Will be the basis for whatever moral principals we have
• In their imaginative use play a central part of our moral development 
Mark  Johnson (1993): Moral Imagination, University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
Pride and Prejudice
Miss Bennet and Mr. Darcy. At the Ball at Netherfield . 
“May I ask to what these questions tend?”
“ Merely to the illustration of your character,” said she, 
endeavoring to shake off her gravity. “I am trying to 
make it out.”
“And what is your success?”
She shook her head, “I do not get on at all. I hear such 
different accounts of you as puzzle me exceedingly.”
“ I can readily believe,” answered he gravely, “ that 
reports may vary greatly with respect to me; and I could 
wish, Miss Bennet, that you would not to sketch my 
character at the present moment, as there is reason to 
fear that the performance would reflect no credit on 
either.”
“But if I do not take your likeness now, I may never 
have another opportunity.”
Conceptualization of Conscience and Moral Imagination
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 1: GENERAL DEFINITION
Have you heard of the word, conscience? What
is it? How does it work? It's alright to guess.
(1st Alternate) Is there a part of a person that 
knows about right and wrong? good and bad? 
What is it? How does it work?
(2nd Alternate) How does a person (boy/girl) 
know when s/he is being good? How does a 
Person (boy/girl) know when s/he is being bad? 
Would you give me an example of what you 
mean?
QUESTION 1: GENERAL DEFINITION
To begin, write about how you conceive of
conscience. It's all right to speculate, draw 
analogies or use metaphors. What is it? How 
does it work?
QUESTION 2: PERSONAL DEFINITION
Describe your own conscience and how it works
Can you give another personal example?
QUESTION 2: PERSONAL DEFINITION
Circle the numeral corresponding to what best describes you.
How comfortable are you responding to questions about your conscience?
1 2 3 4 5
Very Uncomfortable -----------------------------------------------Very Comfortable
How often do you think about the nature of your conscience?
1 2 3 4 5
Not at all Seldom               Sometimes                    Often           Very Often
What about compared to your peers (other health professional students)?
1 2 3 4 5 
Much less    Less As often                           More           Much more 
How often do you become concerned with matters of conscience in the form 
right vs. wrong ?
1 2 3 4 5
Not at all Seldom                 Sometimes                  Often          Very Often
What about compared to your peers?
1 2 3    4 5 
Much less  Less As often                       More            Much more 
How often do you become concerned with matters of conscience in the form 
of right vs. right (moral dilemmas)?
1 2 3 4 5
Not at all Seldom                Sometimes                   Often           Very Often
What about compared to your peers?
1 2 3 4 5 
Much less    Less As  often                 More              Much more 
Conceptualization of Conscience and Moral Imagination
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 2: PERSONAL DEFINITION QUESTION 2: PERSONAL DEFINITION
Describe your own conscience.
Do you think of it as located in a particular part or  
parts of your body? Which part(s)?
How does your own conscience work? Give one 
ormore specific examples.
Conceptualization of Conscience and Moral Imagination
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
Conceptualization of Conscience and Moral Imagination
Stilwell Conscience Interview and IU Conscience Autobiography
QUESTION 11: CONSCIENCE DRAWING
Now...I want you to use your imagination and
draw a picture of your conscience (or the part of 
you that knows about right and wrong) (or a 
picture about being good and being bad).
Now... would you tell me about your drawing?
QUESTION 11: CONSCIENCE DRAWING
Use your imagination and put on paper
your image of your conscience.
This could be a pictorial drawing or perhaps a
schematic diagram or some other two
dimensional rendering. 
Moral Imagination
“In the Think Tank”
A Proposed Neuro-imaging Study
Priming
• The subject has responded to SCI Questions or 
IU Conscience Autobiography Questions 1 and  2
Neuro-imaging (e.g. fMRI)
• During the run, the subject is asked to imagine how he or she would depict his or her conscience
• Following the run the subject is asked to actually render the image in a drawing and to describe it
Hypotheses
• One hypothesis of interest regarding children and adolescents  is that there will be increased functional
connectivity between ventromedial PFC  and amygdala correlating with  advancement through stages of 
conscience development as discerned in SCI 
• Another hypothesis of interest regarding adults is that activity will be more pronounced  in some 
brain regions of interest more than others depending upon the  subject’s conscience contours as discerned 
in the conscience autobiography

PHILOSOPHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
• MIND BODY
• FREEDOM and DETERMINISM
• ETHICS
MIND BODY
Epiphenomenalism
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Dualistic Interactionism
MIND BODY
Epiphenomenalism Neurologist CJ Herrick
Eliminative Materialism Philosopher Daniel Dennett
Psychophysical Identity Theory Neuroscientist Jean-Pierre Changeux
Mentalism Neuroscientist Roger Sperry
Substance Dualism Descartes
Dualistic Interactionism Neuroscientist John Eccles
Mario Beauregard & Denyse O’Leary (2007): The Spiritual Brain. New York: Harper-Collins.
Freedom and Determinism
IU Conscience Autobiography 
QUESTION 15B: ATTITUDE TOWARDS AGENCY
1) Which of the following best describes your philosophical attitude or
intuitions about choices?
Freedom and Determinism
One Option:
i)The actions of human beings are completely determined
by causal lines (interactive strings of causes and events) which,
in principle, have no interruptions. If ever one could know all
the laws governing the universe, and one could specify the
state of the universe at any particular time, one could predict 
the state of the universe at any other time. I believe there is 
no room for free will in such a universe. To say I make a choice 
or that I am responsible for choosing is simply to express the 
fact that certain processes in my brain exist at the point of
convergence of these uninterrupted causal lines.
Freedom and Determinism
Other Options:
ii) I agree with the principle of determinism expressed above,
however I also believe that free will in the sense of making
choices is compatible with the principle.
iii) I believe in free will and can not reconcile this belief
with a completely determined universe.
iv) I believe in neither free will nor determinism. There are
interruptions in the lines of cause and effect because the
universe is probabilistic and chance plays its part. But there is
no free will, chance is not choice.
v) I have not formed an opinion on this subject.
vi) I do not think about this subject.
vii) I have given this subject some thought but have decided the
question is not meaningful or susceptible of an answer.
Freedom and Determinism
IU Conscience Autobiography 
QUESTION 15B: ATTITUDE TOWARDS AGENCY
2)  Designate the truth value ℘ of each of these statements for you as a clinician:
Freedom and Determinism
i) It is easier for me to empathically respond to a 
patient whose illness or condition has not come 
about because of poor lifestyle choices.
ii) I find it especially difficult to empathize with 
patients who lack empathy for others.
iii) I find it especially difficult to treat patients 
who are only partially compliant or non 
compliant with my best recommendations.
iv) My task is to make a diagnosis, present my 
findings and recommendations. I respect my 
patient's choice whether or not to accept my 
findings and recommendations and am willing 
to work further with a patient who does not.
v) I counsel patients who do not accept my 
recommendations to seek help from someone 
else.
vi) Irrespective of the circumstances that have 
shaped their lives, patients should be 
encouraged to take responsibility for themselves 
with respect to their illness/ condition, especially 
if lifestyle or psychological change will 
contribute to better health.
vii) There are definite constraints that genetic 
endowment and adverse life experiences place 
upon patients in their capacity to take 
responsibility for themselves. In order for healing 
to occur, these constraints must be 
acknowledged empathically by the clinician.
ETHICS: 
INTUITIONISM 
Theories of moral knowledge according to which we have immediate knowledge of the rightness and 
wrongness of certain actions or the intrinsic goodness of certain kinds of things, states or affairs.1 
SOME TYPES: 
Initially intuitionism was defined in contrast to Mills’ utilitarianism and was associated with pluralism, the 
view that there are a large number of moral principles that cannot be put in any general order of 
importance in a way that would help resolve conflicts between them. 
Later intuitionism was associated with the position that concepts about right and wrong are un-
analyzable, whether there is more than one principle or not. 
In subsequent historical developments, even some utilitarians (e.g. Sidgwick) relied upon intuitionism.
Intuitionism in the newer sense and pluralism in the older sense were reunited in the work of Ross and 
Prichard in the 1930s.2 Ross’s ethic of prima facie duties, is pluralistic, deontological and intuitionistic. 
ETHICS: 
INTUITIONISM 
In A THEORY OF JUSTICE, Rawls discounted the sense of intuitionism 
as a way of knowing and reverted to identifying it with pluralism. 
According to Rawls, there are two features to intuitionist theories: 
1) they consist of a plurality of first principles which may conflict. 
2) they include no explicit method, no priority rules, for weighing these principles against one another.3 
ETHICS:
NATURALISM 
A cognitivist family of doctrines stating that :
* Moral judgments are propositions, capable of truth and falsity. 
* Some moral judgments are true .
* There are no irreducible moral facts or properties. 
Some Types: 
Hedonistic naturalists reduce ‘facts’ about goodness to facts about pleasure and pain.
Aristotelian naturalists prefer ‘facts’ about human nature and human flourishing, 
but preferred ‘facts’ may be :
sociological, 
psychological, 
scientific, 
metaphysical, or
theological. 
ETHICS: 
NATURALISM 
Contemporary example: Mary Midgley ...drawing on ethological literature, she
suggests given our natures, there are constraints on the kinds of lives humans will find 
fulfilling, and hence human action.1 
She cites this passage from Darwin’s Descent of Man: 
...[A]ny animal whatever , endowed with well-marked social instincts, would inevitably acquire a moral 
sense or conscience, as soon as its intellectual powers had become as well-developed....the social 
instincts...with the aid of active intellectual powers and the effects of habit, naturally lead to the Golden 
Rule, “As ye would that men do unto you, do ye to them likewise” and this lies at the foundation of 
morality.... 2 
ETHICS 
THE NATURALISTIC FALLACY 
According to G. E. Moore, the fallacy committed by all ethical naturalists.1 
Sometimes put in terms of ‘Hume’s Law’: 
NO ‘IS’ to ‘OUGHT’
or, positively, as :
THE  AUTONOMY of  ETHICS. 
There are three forms of autonomy of ethics: 
1) logical autonomy : moral judgments differ fundamentally from factual propositions 
2) semantic autonomy: moral words don’t mean the same as other words and cannot be paraphrased in a 
non-moral idiom 
3) ontological autonomy : moral judgments to be true must answer to a realm of sui generis (‘of its own 
kind’) moral facts and properties. 
Logical and semantic autonomy are not threats to naturalism. 2 
EmmaMiss Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley at Donwell Abbey
Upon my word, Emma,  to hear you abusing the reason you 
have, is almost enough to make me think so too. Better to 
be without sense than misapply it as you do.
NEURO-ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
New Brain–Study Technology Raises Ethical 
Questions
• fMRI and brain fingerprinting are being developed to detect lying– and are 
being touted by some as superior to polygraphs, whose evidence is 
banned in most legal jurisdictions.
• The use of fMRI for lie detection is rooted in the observation that lying is 
an active process that engages areas of the brain not involved when a 
person responds truthfully.
• Uses for brain fingerprinting  are based upon the supposition that brain 
waves spike when persons recognize a familiar scene or piece of 
information (already used in one case and admitted into evidence in an 
Iowa Court).
Reporting  the APA Annual Meeting session “Neuroethics : Ethical Challenges at the
Cutting Edge of Neuroscience,”  Arehart-Treichel  J(2008): Psychiatric News , 43 (11), 29.
An Alternative to Torture?
The issue of torture raises a fundamental question about the American 
character: Can we  be inhumane in the defense of our humanity?  
FMRI represents a quintessentially American  solution to this problem –
namely , the application of technology to avoid the issue.
Thompson S(2005): The legality of the use of psychiatric neuroimaging in intelligence
interrogation. Cornell Law Review, 90: 1601-1637. 
Neurobiological Profiling 
• In the future it may be possible to calculate a child’s risk of becoming 
severely violent  by adding up the child’s gene profile, brain deficits caused 
by maternal smoking, low cortisol responsivity, and underactive prefrontal 
cortex– or by scanning the child’s genes. Could such a person be forced 
into some kind of treatment program when this risk reaches a certain 
limit?
• If a juvenile in a psychiatric or justice facility has such a risk profile, does 
this profile influence decisions as to whether the child can return to 
society?
Popma  A and Raine A (2006):  Will future forensic assessment be neurobiologic?  Child Adolesc
Psychiatric Clin N Am. 15: 429-444. 
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